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A Strongly Expansionary
Budget

'THE 1965/6 Commonwealth Budget seems, in the main, to
be the kind of budget that most people expected. In

view of the large and inescapable jump in defence expenditure,
the necessity for some increase in taxes was widely accepted.
Moreover, the increases seem to have been in the directions,
and of somewhere around the order of magnitude, that were
anticipated. This year's Budget, therefore, by and large, has
been greeted without the usual flare-up of criticism that
Commonwealth budgets frequently, indeed almost invariably,
provoke. Yet from the standpoint of high economic policy, the
1965/6 Budget is one of the most intriguing, and probably
the most intrepid, produced in recent memory.

The economic climate in which it was introduced should
be briefly recalled. This climate had some curious and un-
usual features. At the end of 1964/5 the economy, in the
Treasurer's own words, was operating "at full pitch" with
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A Strongly Expansionary Budget (continued) 	

total demand substantially exceeding the resources available
to meet it. This situation was expressing itself in almost the
lowest level of "unemployment" (0.9%) reached since the
War, acute shortages of skilled labour, rising prices and costs
(the Consumer Price Index rose by 4% in 1964/5 and in-
dustrial costs even more) and a dramatic run-down of £158
million in Australia's overseas reserves. All this was not unique;
similar situations had occurred frequently during the post-
war years. What, however, made the current position different
from any that preceded it was the curiously delicate state of
business confidence, the sober mood of investors as reflected
in the listless condition of the stock exchanges, and the cautious
tone of consumer spending. The paradox was that while
the economy was running at full stretch, there was a singular
absence of business animal spirits with no suggestion of boom
spending or speculation.

In devising the increased taxes needed to finance additional
defence commitments and to impose some restraints on an
economy striving to outstrip its own potential, the Govern-
ment had to be careful not to jar the unusually sensitive
state of business psychology.

On a simple accounting interpretation of the Budget
figures—which provide overall for a small surplus of total
receipts from revenue and borrowings over total expenditures
of £19 million—the Budget, at first sight, may seem to be
(as the Treasurer claims it to be, and as some press comments
have suggested) one of moderate restraint. "Mildly defla-
tionary" was the phrase applied to it by one of Australia's
leading daily newspapers.

But is this interpretation of the Budget entirely valid?
One rather disturbing fact stands out stark and clear: at a
time when, by the Treasurer's own admission, a sharp increase
in defence expenditure and in the capital demands of large-
scale industrial and mining enterprises in the full tide of
expansion has been superimposed on a situation of over-full
employment and over-strained resources, government spending
(excluding defence) is to be increased by the quite exceptional,
and indeed near-record, figure of £194 million. Including the
rise in defence expenditure, the total increase of £275 million
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far surpasses that of any other year. The previous greatest
rise in budgeted Commonwealth spending in any one year
was £200 million in 1963/4.

Of the budgeted increase of £275 million for the current
year, defence accounts for £81 million, payments to the
States and Territories £71 million, the National Welfare Fund
£20 million, and the Commonwealth's own works' expenditure
£14 million (the Post Office alone accounting for £10 million) .
An increase in government outlays of this magnitude must,
of itself, inevitably have an expansionary, even inflationary,
impact on the economy. Since the Government also anticipates
a substantial rise in the level of private investment expenditure,
it seeks to offset the increased pressure on resources already fully
stretched by taxation measures directed, in the main, at
curbing consumer spending. This is the intention of the rise of
6d. in the £ in personal income tax and of the higher excise and
customs duties on petrol, beer, spirits and cigarettes—all es-
timated to provide additional revenues during 1965/6 of
£72 million. This is in addition to the automatic rise in tax
revenues stemming from the growth of the economy—es-
timated at £190 million.

But is a policy which places the entire burden of restraint
on consumption likely to prove fully effective? One of the
central features of Lord Keynes' teaching concerned the in-
flexibility of consumption and the difficulty of reducing what
he described as the "habitual standard of living". People will
resort to all sorts of stratagems and devices to maintain the living
standard to which they have becomed accustomed by force
of habit. Since Keynes' time the difficulties of curbing con-
sumption have in fact become greater. In these days of
affluence and welfare, people not only seek to preserve their
customary standard of living but have come to expect, almost
as of right, some improvement in it year by year. If they
find their take-home pay reduced by taxes, rather than cut
current spending they will reduce their current savings (or
even run-down those already accumulated) , seek ways to
borrow more money or intensify the ever-present pressure
for higher incomes. All this tends to aggravate inflationary
forces already existing in the economy. At a time when prices
are already moving up, the taxes imposed in the Budget will add
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A Strongly Expansionary Budget (continued) 	

directly to the movement and, by increasing living costs give
rise to further agitation for higher incomes.

The broad pattern of the Budget clearly contemplates
substantial increases in developmental expenditures, both in
the public and private areas of the economy, along with an
£81 million lift in the defence vote, and the diversion of re-
sources from the consumption sector to help meet the huge
demands thus envisaged. It remains to be seen whether such a
massive increase in government spending, in an already over-
strained situation, can be made without biasing the economy
dangerously towards inflation.

The Government is apparently attributing significance to
forces in the economy which may be pulling in a deflationary
direction: over-all business stocks are very high; the large
overseas deficit which the economy is running is producing
some tightening in the liquidity position; and the rate of
growth in two key industries—motor cars and housing con-
struction—is easing off.

In the crucial exercise of calculating the effects of the
Budget on the economy, the Treasury has now rejected the
traditional process of simply balancing total receipts against
total expenditure. It has devised a much more complex and
sophisticated method of assessment. In an appendage to the
Budget Speech (which, from the standpoint of assessing the
economic effects of the Budget, is far more important than
anything that appears in the Speech itself) the Treasury
estimates that the Budget will add directly to the demand for
goods and services in Australia by roughly £150 million. This
figure differs from the total budgeted increase largely because
it excludes purely "transfer" items (mainly social services and
interest payments) and direct expenditure on imports. The
appendage points out that this increased spending on domestic
output will generate additional incomes, some of which will,
in turn, add further to the demand for goods and services. The
Treasury concludes ". . . when account is taken of the full
`multiplier' effects of this kind the additional domestic demand
.. . stemming from the Budget can be expected to exceed
very considerably the initial direct increase of £150 million
. . .". After allowing for the effect of increased tax revenues
and rates in reducing incomes, the Treasury admits that
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the Budget will result in some net addition to total spending
within the economy, represented broadly by what it calls the
"net increase in indebtedness" of the Government. This in-
crease in indebtedness is estimated at £54 million for 1965/6.

Whether the economic impact of the Budget can, in fact,
be assessed even by the much more sophisticated methods now
applied by the Treasury must, however, be doubted. The
effects of a national budget cannot, in our view, be com-
prehensively estimated by accounting devices no matter how
refined and meticulous. A large increase in both government
outlays and taxes, in effect, creates a new situation in the
economy to which businesses, and also individuals in their
pattern of spending and saving, naturally tend to adjust in
various ways. The authors of the Budget may not have given
sufficient weight to the dynamics, as opposed to the statics,
of the budgetary problem and may be rather too sanguine
about the expansionary and inflationary consequences of their
own brain-child.

If, on the other hand, the budget-makers are well aware
of the considerations here advanced—and this may be entirely
possible—then the 1965/6 Budget must rank as one of the
boldest of the post-war years. It may indeed be viewed as
a daring act of faith in the future. This concerns particularly
the external payments' position. In his Budget Speech, the
Treasurer suggested that in the current financial year exports
may very probably fall below last year's level, while, on the
other side, imports may continue to rise, although at a rate
of increase much less than the record of 1964/5. Taken in
conjunction with the uncertainties surrounding capital inflow,
this would all indicate that the run-down of overseas reserves
in 1965/6 could conceivably exceed the figure of £158 million
of 1964/5 by a quite substantial margin. The still high level of
the reserves, along with the large drawing rights open to Aus-
tralia with the International Monetary Fund, have apparently
encouraged the Treasurer and his advisers to view the likelihood
-of such a large run-down if not with equanimity, at least
without serious concern.

But it is clear that if the outlook for exports does not
greatly improve by June next year—and on present indications
there are no strong grounds for optimism—the Government
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A Strongly Expansionary Budget (continued) 	

could not continue to run the economy at its present tempo
and would be compelled to undertake powerful measures of
restraint. These measures would assuredly prove to be highly un-
popular and the Government would have laid itself open to
criticism that it was resorting to the old "stop and go"
(or more accurately "go and stop") policies of the past.

The Commonwealth Government's bold act of faith in
the new Budget may, however, prove, in the event, to have
been justified. On the other hand, there can be no doubt that
the Government has courted certain risks, and even dangers,
in budgeting for a massive record increase in public expenditure
at a time of over-strained resources, powerful, latent, infla-
tionary pressures and steeply declining external balances. The
policy which it is following is certainly a far departure from
orthodoxy, but then orthodoxy is not always necessarily
right.

*
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Lord Casey

Lord Casey's appointment as Governor-General of Aus-
tralia has given great pleasure to those who have been associated
with him in the Institute. Needless to say, the Institute has
derived great advantage from his advice and unequalled know-
ledge of public affairs.

Lord Casey's many-sided career should be an inspiration
to Australian youth. His life has been devoted to the service
of his country which has benefited, perhaps more than it
knows, from the high respect and regard he has won in leading
circles throughout the world. In an age of specialists he has
been the rare example of the man of many and cultivated.
talents. The breadth of his experience has been equalled by
few, if any, Australians. To everything Lord Casey has done,
he has brought qualities of enthusiasm, integrity, a wise and
kindly understanding, and a personal charm acknowledged.
by all.

We extend to Lord and Lady Casey our warmest con-
gratulations and good wishes.
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A Crucial Aspect of the
Economy

Imports have become the most crucial item in the over-all
economic picture. In the coming months the eyes of the
Commonwealth Government and the Federal Treasury will
be focused more intently on the trend in imports than on
possibly any other aspect of the economy.

In 1964/5 imports at £1450 million reached an all-time
record level, far over-topping any other year and exceeding
the previous record of 1963/4 by the rather startling amount
of £266 million. Prior to 1963/4 the highest figures reached
for imports in any one year were £1085 million in 1960/1,
£1079 million in 1962/3, and £1050 million in the 19 51/2
import boom.

In 1964/5 the rise in imports of £266 million was as-

sociated with a fall in exports from the record of the previous
year—largely attributable to declining world prices for primary
products, particularly wool. The net result was a very sub-
stantial drop of £158 million in Australia's external reserves.
Fortunately this large payments' deficit was met without serious
embarrassment to the economy because of the exceptionally
healthy state of the overseas reserves at the end of the previous
financial year 1963/4—£854 million. However, the almost
certain prospect that the reserves will continue to fall steeply
in the current financial year, 1965/6, gives particular moment
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to the trend in imports in the coming months. Beyond that
the future of the external payments' position is shrouded in
uncertainty because it depends so largely on prospects for
exports which, at this stage, are difficult to assess with any
accuracy.

The public's understanding of imports and their relation-
ship to the Australian economy is probably, on the whole, rather
hazy. In an endeavour to contribute towards clarification of
the subject, we have set out, in question and answer form,
some of the more significant facts concerning imports and
their relevance to Australia's economic position.

Q: Are imports increasing?

A: While imports fluctuate widely from year to year, ex-
perience over the past 15 years shows a pronounced long-
term tendency for imports to rise. The average yearly
rate of increase over this period, in money terms, was
6%.

Q: What are the reasons for the long-term growth in im-
ports?

A: The two main factors are a) the rapid expansion of
the economy stemming from programmes of national
development and population increase; b) the rise in
living standards of the Australian people. Both set up
greater demands for imports; the first, for capital equip-
ment and materials to service the expanding industries;
and, the second, for imports of finished consumer goods
and for locally-made consumer goods, which, in turn,
may be dependent on imports of raw and semi-finished
materials.

Q: Is there any way of reducing imports or at least slowing
down their rate of growth?

A: The demand for imports could be lowered by cutting
back the rate of economic development and the intake
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A Crucial Aspect of the Economy (continued) 	

of migrants, or by reducing, or curtailing the improve-
ment in living standards. We would naturally wish to
avoid both.

Another course, frequently advocated, is that of
producing things in Australia which we now import—
in other words, the more rapid development of "import-
replacing" industries. Whether this would assist would
depend largely on whether we could produce in Australia
the goods imported as efficiently and at as low cost as
they are produced overseas. The mere proliferation of
industries that may be highly uneconomic by world
standards would probably, in the end, raise rather than
lower the demand for imports, because of its effect on
general Australian cost levels. It would certainly worsen
the balance of payments.

There may, however, be instances where existing
local capacity, if fully utilised, would result in a re-
duction of Australian costs to somewhere around the
level of overseas costs, and a curbing of imports.

Q: Is the long-term tendency for total imports to keep on
rising, because of continued economic expansion and
population increase, being accompanied by a fall in im-
ports per head?

A: Somewhat surprisingly, no! The quantity of imports
per head has risen as the following figures show.

Real Imports per Head
(Expressed in 1964/5 Vs)

1936/7 to 38/9 ay . 75

1950/1 to 53/4 ay. 98

1960/1 108

1963/4 109

1964/5 129

Q: In spite of the fairly rapid rise in total imports over the
years and of the fact that the quantity of imports per
head of the population is also growing, is there any sense in
which Australia has reduced its dependence on imports?
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A: Many economists claim that industrialisation since the
war has led to the substantial replacement of imports.
The usual practice is to cite figures of total imports as
a proportion of Gross National Product (GNP) , both
measured in money terms. On this basis, in the 5 years
after the war imports averaged 16% of GNP; in the
early 1950's they exceeded 20% but by 1959/60 had
fallen to 13%. In 1964/5 imports comprised 15% of
GNP. It must be questioned whether these figures show-
ing a long-term decline in the proportion of imports to
GNP are a valid indication of import-replacement since
the percentages would be affected by the relative change
in average import . prices compared with the long-term
trend in the domestic price level. If the former have
risen much less than the latter—and this happens to be
the case—(since 1949/50 import prices have risen over
40%; domestic prices by 90%), we would expect the
value of imports as a proportion of GNP to fall. When
the effect of disparate changes in price trends is elimin-
ated, there would seem to be little grounds for any as-
sumption of substantial import-replacement. The fol-
lowing figures show imports expressed as a percentage
of GNP in current and constant prices.

Current Prices	 Constant Prices

°A

1949/50 21 161/2

1963/64 131/2 131/2

1964/65 15 15

If, as the above figures suggest, the Australian economy
is still as dependent as ever on imports, why is this so
in view of the fact that we are producing so many things
in Australia that were previously purchased overseas?
(Two good examples are Australian-made motor cars
and refined petroleum products.)

A: The main reason seems to lie'in the growth of the economy
and of population at a rate paralleled by few countries.
Mere numbers will add to the demands for all kinds of
consumer goods, including imports. The rapid expansion

Q:
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A Crucial Aspect of the Economy (continued) 	

of existing, and the establishment of new, industries will
increase the economy's requirements for capital equip-
ment, including specialised types which cannot be
produced here, or of types produced abroad at costs
that we cannot rival. The new and expanded industries
also set up demands for imported materials and com-
ponent parts.

Besides the growth in population and industry, there
is a third source of increased demands for imports in
the increased purchasing power, or rising average
standards of living, of the Australian people. It is
seemingly impossible for a country to rapidly expand
its economy, develop its resources and improve its living
standards without a heavy reliance on imports.

Import-replacement, in any case, is not a desirable
end in itself. The test of the economic strength of a
country does not necessarily lie in a low ratio of imports
to national production, but in the rate of improvement
of its living standards, the efficient utilisation and ex-
ploitation of its indigenous resources and particular
native skills, and in the rate of its economic growth. The
Common Market countries, where economic growth and
the improvement of living standards have been pro-
nounced, are importing substantially more relative to
their GNP's than 10 years ago.

Q: Was the record level of imports reached in 1964/5 in any
way abnormal?

A: There were certainly some exceptional items, including
large outlays on Boeing Jet aircraft, on copper because
of the prolonged Mt. Isa strike, and on iron and steel.
Imports of capital goods for the farm sector were also
unusually high as a consequence of great prosperity in
the primary industries owing to the record 1963/4 ex-
port season.

Q: Can we therefore expect the level of imports in the
current year to fall below the 1964/5 level?
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A: Most experts anticipate a further, although much smaller,
rise in imports during the current year. Some of the
abnormal items of last year will not recur, but the
expected rapid expansion of the economy and large
migrant intake, together with the rapid build-up of
defence spending, seem certain to maintain imports at
a high level.

Q: Since imports in 1964/5 exceeded those of the previous
year by the large figure of £266 million (a 22% increase),
where did the main increases occur?

A: Probably the best way to answer this question is to
analyse imports by their economic classes as in the table
below:

Imports by Economic Classes

1964/5	 Increase on 1963/4
£m.	 £m.

Producers' Materials for Use In:

Building	 and	 Construction 50 12 30
Rural	 Industries	 ... 21 4 26
Motor Vehicles .	 .	 ... 114 10 10
Other Manufacturing 545 94 21

Total — 730 120 20

Capital Equipment:

Producers'	 Equipment .... 299 63 27
Motor Vehicles	 ...	 ... .... 40 12 42
Aircraft....	 ....	 ....	 .... ... 33 19 134
Railway Equipment; Vehicles 6 1 16

Total — 378 95 33

Finished Consumer Goods:

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 51 6 12
Clothing and Accessories .... 	 .... 10 2 19
All	 Other	 ....	 ..	 .. 189 31 20

Total — 250 39 18

Other:

Munitions...	 ...	 ....	 .. 23 9 66
Fuels and Lubricants ..	 .... 26 —3 —11
Auxiliary Aids to Production 43 6 18

TOTAL— 1,450 266 22
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A Crucial Aspect of the Economy (continued) 	

Although the surge in imports in 1964/5 took
place over a wide front, capital goods and materials for
manufacturing industry stand out. The large percentage
increase in imports of munitions is, of course, directly
associated with the expanded defence effort and hos-
tilities in Vietnam and Malaysia. (This item must be ex-
pected to increase further this year.)

An item unlikely to show the same rate of increase
in 1965/6—indeed higher duties may ensure a decrease
—is fully assembled motor vehicles, mainly from Japan.

Among the producers' equipment group, office
machinery rose by £12 million or 66%, showing the im-
pact of automation and computers on office methods.
Imports of machine tools rose by £8 million, or an
abnormally high 86%, reflecting an investment boom
in secondary industry.

The pressure on public utilities, such as the Post
Office and electricity supply authorities, is largely re-
sponsible for a substantial money rise in imports of com-
munications' equipment and power turbines and boilers.
This trend can be expected to continue, if not accelerate,
as rapid development proceeds.

Q: What do the great bulk of Australia's imports consist
of?

A: Contrary, perhaps, to general impression, less than 20%
consist of finished consumer goods bought in retail shops.
About half consists of raw and semi-finished materials

Wand component parts for use in manufacturing and,
to a less extent, the constructional and primary in-
dustries. For the most part the remainder comprises
machinery and equipment for industry and public pro-
jects. Although it is natural enough to think of imports
as being competitive in the main with Australian manu-
facturing industries, it is yet true that these industries
depend heavily on imports of materials and capital equip-
ment for their efficient operation and development .
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Q: Could we make substantial savings in the import bill by
cutting down on finished consumer goods which amoun-
ted to £250 million in 1964/5?

A: If one runs one's eye down the multifarious items which
come within the category of finished consumer goods, it
is surprising how many strike one as essential or near
essential. For instance, in 1964/5 medicinal drugs
amounting to £18 million, tea and coffee, £19 million,
and books and magazines, £17 million, are among the
large items. This is a matter which cannot be assessed
solely in terms of economics. Because of its isolated
position it is desirable that Australia, more than most
countries, should have access to the merchandise and
products of the world. High-quality imported goods
provide a stimulus and example to local producers, help
to keep our own merchandise in step with world fashions
and trends, and provide consumers with a range of
choice to which they are entitled in an economy which
professes the principles of free enterprise. Imagine the
outcry there would be among Australian women if they
were unable to purchase exclusive furs or French per-
fumes or if Australian men were deprived of .their
Scotch whisky. Moreover, licensing of imports of con-
sumer goods would invite retaliation by the countries
from which they are imported and thus adversely affect
our exports.

Q: What proportion of Australia's imports are subject to
tariff or excise duties?

A: In 1963/4, 56% of all imports came in free of duty.
13% paid duties of 10% or less. Only 7% , of imports
paid duties exceeding 30% ad valorem. However, 14%
of imports were assessed on fixed rates of duty, some of
which could be equivalent to more than 30% ad valorem.

Q: Have there been any marked changes in the sources of
Australia's imports?
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A Crucial Aspect of the Economy (continued) 	

A: Yes. The table below shows a striking drift from the
United Kingdom to the United States, Japan and, to a
less extent, to Western European countries.

% All Imports
1954/5	 1964/5

United	 Kingdom 45.0 26.2

Japan 2.2 8.9

United States 12.1 23.8

Germany .... 3.7 5.5

France	 .... 1.7 2.3

Q: Is Australia more dependent on imports than most modern
industrialised countries?

A: If dependence is measured in terms of imports relative to
GNP, the answer, perhaps surprisingly, is "no"!
Here are comparative figures for 1953 and 1963.

Imports c.i.f.
as % GNP

1953	 1963

Belgium 28.2 36.9

France 10.1 10.9

Germany 12.0 13.8

Italy... 12.8 16.7

Netherlands 37.1 41.7

Sweden	 ... 20.6 21.9

Switzerland 21.0 25.0

United Kingdom 19.0 15.8

U .S.A.*	 .... 3.0 2.9

Canada*	 ... 17.2 15.0

Japan.... 12.7 11.2

New Zealand 23.1 20.6

Australia 16.1 14.3

*F.O.B.

Most countries show a rising trend of imports as a
percentage of GNP, if both are measured in money
terms. The reduction in the ratio for New
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Zealand is largely attributable to severe import licensing
arising from balance-of-payments difficulties. New
Zealand has not been assisted with overseas capital on the
same scale as Australia. A slowing down in the rate of
development may be the main cause of the drop in the
Canadian ratio. The fall in the British percentage is not
paralleled in the other countries of Western Europe
where, in all the Common Market nations, the import-
GNP ratio has risen quite substantially.

The remarkable economic self-sufficiency of the
U.S.A. is also revealed by the figures.

*
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The 1965 Wage Case

THE Judgment of the Commonwealth Conciliation and
Arbitration Commission in the 1965 Wage Case is the

most significant for many years.
Its importance does not lie in the amount of the wage

increase granted by the Commission, which is unlikely to have
any marked effects on the economy. It lies in the new, indeed
almost revolutionary, principles of wage fixation which the
majority Judgment establishes, and in the strong opposition
to these principles by the two dissenting Judges, and particu-
larly the President of the Commission, Sir Richard Kirby. The
text of the majority Judgment is almost wholly concerned with
the new methods of wage fixation the Commission proposes to
follow in future and devotes a few brief pages only to dis-
cussion of the economic grounds upon which the wage in-
crease has been based.

In several vital respects the 1965 Judgment departs radic-
ally from wage-fixing principles accepted by the Commission,
even so recently as 1961. The important 1961 Judgment laid
down that the basic wage was to be reviewed every year in the
light of changes in the cost of living over the previous 12
months, and every 3 to 4 years in respect of changes in the
economy's "capacity to pay". It has also been the established
practice of the Commonwealth wage-fixing body to consider
applications for variations in the basic wage and of margins
for skill at separate hearings.
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The majority Judgment by Justices Gallagher, Sweeney
and Nimmo completely rejects these principles. It decides
that the basic wage (and margins) shall in future be considered
simultaneously every year in relation to the economic capacity
of the country, instead of every 3 or 4 years as indicated by
the 1961 Judgment. The majority Judgment abandons the long-
established principle that wages should be considered in relation
to price changes, maintaining that "real capacity to pay"
should be the sole determinant. In any alteration of wages which
the Commission should award, it reserves the right to decide
whether that alteration should be applied to the basic wage or
to the marginal element of the wage structure.

The decision to abandon cost-of-living changes as a factor
affecting wage determinations is perhaps the most controversial
feature of the majority Judgment. Justices Gallagher, Sweeney
and Nimmo argue that the Commission cannot take upon
itself to guarantee the maintenance of any particular level of
real wages because it is not in a position to guarantee what
the future of the economy will be. This must depend upon
economic factors outside its control.

The majority Judgment also accepts, without qualifica-
tion, the responsibility of the Commission to make its contri-
bution toward price stability. ". . . The Commission should
not deliberately grant increases which it considers likely to be
incompatible with price stability. There are other factors
which may threaten price stability but simply because these
factors are outside our control we should not ignore the likely
effect of the important factor of wages which we have been
constituted to consider." The majority Judgment argues that
an increase in wages in excess of economic capacity would
result in price increases, which would be to the serious dis-
advantage of wage and salary earners themselves.

With this general view, the President of the Commission
strongly disagrees. He contends that the maintenance of the
purchasing power of the basic wage should be a dominant
consideration in determinations of the wage-fixing body. While
he concedes that the relationship between the level of money
wages and the cost of living should not necessarily be auto-
matic or proportionate, changes in prices, he avers, should
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The 1965 Wage Case (continued) 	

nevertheless be a major factor affecting decisions of the Com-
mission.

From the standpoint of industrial realism there would
seem to be some substance in the President's view. In the
Australian context at any rate, the doctrine that price changes
should be ignored in the consideration of wage adjustments is
certainly a. novel and rather revolutionary one. It is difficult
to see that such a doctrine could, in practice, be maintained
in the face of sharp increases in the cost of living. In these
circumstances, powerful pressures build up throughout the
wage and salary earning groups for at least some increase in
their incomes to compensate them for rising living costs. A
wage tribunal concerned with the preservation of industrial
peace could hardly afford to ignore these pressures. This is
not, of course, to deny that the over-riding concern of the
Commission must be with the real capacity of the economy
to pay wage increases.

The decision by the Commission that in future the level
of real wages shall be reviewed every year in the light of the
capacity of the economy, instead of every 3 or 4 years as
determined by the 1961 Judgment, introduces an entirely new
feature into the methods of wage fixation. Previously it had
been assumed that real wages would be varied in response to
long-term trends in the economy (which could be properly
assessed only over a period of years) and not in relation to a
short-term fluctuation which might give a misleading impres-
sion of secular tendencies. The recent decision rejects this view-
point. "It is difficult enough," states the majority Judgment,
"to estimate capacity in respect of the year immediately
ahead," let alone for 3 or 4 years ahead. The-economic capacity
of the future, it implies, depends on many factors which can-
not be predicted. "Rather than attempt to rely in the short-
term on a long-term tendency for capacity to rise, we think
it preferable that the Commission should seek to establish the
capacity of the economy for the ensuing year. If such an
estimate leads to the view that capacity will increase sufficiently
to justify a particular wage increase, it should be granted."

There are things to be said for and against the principle
of annual reviews of capacity to pay. But the trade unions,
in expressing their strong disapproval both of the amount
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granted by the Judgment and of the failure to apply that
amount to the basic wage portion of the wage, seem to have
overlooked that the decision to undertake annual, instead of
three or four yearly, reviews could work to the wage-earner's
advantage.

Against this, of course, (and this may be the real ground
for the unions' dissatisfaction) the decision to consider the
basic wage and margins simultaneously, instead of separately,
will remove the possibility of the two-pronged attack on wage
adjustments which has hitherto been at the unions' disposal.
The Commission's decision to make annual reviews will doubt-
less be applauded by those economists who have argued for
some years that modest, frequent adjustments to the wage-
level would be less disturbing to the economy than larger
adjustments spread over longer periods of time. One danger,
however, inherent in the annual review is that it could lead
to a presumption on the part of the unions that the wage
level will be increased every year. A decision not to raise
money wages in a particular year could thus give rise to indus-
trial unrest which it is the express purpose of the wage-fixing
body to avoid.

The Commission's decision to review wages every year on
future expectations rather than past performance seems to be
based on a rather novel approach to wage-fixation, which has
eluded the notice of most commentators. Previous wage deter-
minations seem to have been based very largely on what has
happened in the economy in the period of years preceding the
determinations. In effect, the 1965 Judgment adopts the view
that the important consideration is not the past, but the future
period during which the increased wage must be paid.

However, in spite of the Commission's confident sponsor-
ship, the principle of an annual review can only be tested, and
prove its worth or otherwise, by experience. At this stage, no
one can dogmatically assert that it will be an improvement on
methods followed by the Commission in the past. In our view,
at this stage, it should be regarded more as an experiment than
accepted as something permanently engrafted into wage-
fixing procedure.

The majority Judgment, in our opinion rightly, adopts
the view that in future the consideration of basic wage and
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margin adjustments should take place concurrently and not,
as in the past, separately. This development would appear to
have been made inevitable by decisions of the Commonwealth
wage-fixing authority in the years since the war to provide
what, in effect, amounted to a general increase in margins
based on the capacity of the economy to pay. Previous to
this, changes in margins had been determined at the industry
level, primarily on an assessment of work values and the
relativities between margins for different skills, and between
margins and the basic wage.

The absurdity of having separate hearings for the two
elements of the wage, both based on capacity to pay, was made
abundantly evident in 1959 when, only a few months after
the basic wage increase of 15/- had been granted, margins
were upgraded by 28 %. This meant that average wages were
increased by the best part of £2 per week in the space of a
few months, an increase far outstripping any conceivable
long-term gain in national productivity. The confusion into
which the separate hearings were throwing the Commission
itself was illustrated by the divergent statements in different
judgments by members of the Commission. On occasion it
would be asserted that an increase in the basic wage had not
absorbed the total capacity of the economy to pay higher
wages, implying that room was still left for increases in mar-
gins. At other times, this was denied.

These confusions will be resolved by the decision in the
recent Case to consider the basic wage and margin adjustments
in the future together and not separately. It is therefore hard
to understand the curious line taken by the Commonwealth
Government on this point in favour of separate hearings. The
view put by the Commonwealth is that margins are a matter
for attention at the individual industry level on an assessment
of work values. The concept of capacity to pay, in this view,
should presumably only relate to the basic wage. The majority
Judgment rightly dismisses this approach on the grounds that
it attempts to put back the clock some 20 years, and that the
march of events and the attitudes of both employers and em-
ployees that economic capacity should have a bearing on the
level of margins, render it impracticable.

The vexed question of over-award payments in their
bearing upon the determinations of the Commission is touched
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upon, but not resolved, in the 1965 Judgments. The Judg-
ments call for much greater information about these payments
on an industry-to-industry basis. Figures published by the
Commonwealth Statistician show that weekly earnings have
increased on average by some £3 per male worker in the last
2 years and now average around £7 per head above the average
award wage for 40 hours of work.

It is clear that the actual earnings of employees are being
determined by market pressures in the economy rather than
by the Commission. The Commission accepts the fact that any
increase in award rates will not be absorbed in these over-
award payments, but will be added to them. In view of the
substantial magnitude of these payments, the Commission will
sooner or later be compelled to grapple with their bearing on
its own determinations and indeed, on its own position as the
major body concerned with the fixation of wage levels in the
Australian economy. From a practical point of view, can the
Commission, in making a judgment, ignore the extent to which
average wages have actually increased in the period since its
previous judgment? Has, in fact, the increased capacity of the
economy to pay higher wages in any given period already been
used up in the additional over-award payments resulting from
market forces?

The minority Judgment by the President of the Com-
mission suggests that he is the member most aware of, and most
concerned with, the complications arising from the wide spread
practice of wage payments far in excess of the Commission's
own determinations. His Judgment makes clear that he re-
gards the problems arising from over-award payments as a
matter of the first priority for the Commission and all those
concerned with its deliberations.

While the 1965 Judgment again rejects the employers'
application for the adoption of the "total wage concept" (in-
volving elimination of the basic and margins elements of the
wage structure) it is difficult not to believe that events are
moving in this direction. The proposal for merging the two
elements of the wage — the basic wage and margins — into
a single entity for purposes of wage adjustment was advanced
by the Institute early in 1960. This suggestion was later taken
up by other bodies and was advocated for the first time in
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arbitration proceedings by the employers' representatives in
the 1964 basic wage case. The grounds which have been
adduced, both on this occasion and iri past judgments, for main-
taining the two component elements of the wage structure
for purposes of wage-fixation are tenuous and unconvincing.
The main argument for the retention of the basic wage and
margins seems to stem from an understandable, sentimental
attachment by the Commonwealth wage-fixing authority, by
the unions, and even by Parliament, to the tradition of the
basic wage as the prime element in the wage structure. But
the reason for the existence of the basic wage which was in-
stituted as a minimum, subsistence, "needs" wage has long
since vanished.

The Commission, and even the representatives of the
unions themselves, have confessed on more than one occasion
that it is difficult, if not impossible, to find a basic wage-earner.
In fact, the adherence to the basic wage concept in this Case
has led the Commission into making its Judgment in terms
which have given an excuse for industrial dissension. The
Judgment gives the superficial — and largely erroneous —
impression that the lowest-paid wage earners have been ex-
cluded from the party in which the great majority have been
invited to participate. If there is an infinitesimal minority
actually on the basic wage, then the inclusion of this minority
with those who will benefit from the Judgment could have
had no serious impact on the economy and would have gener-
ally satisfied the dictates of common sense.
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by
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One of the best-known economists and financial writers in the City
of London, Mr. Paul Bareau has had a long association with leading finan-
cial journals such as the "Economist" and the "Banker" and is currently
editor of "The Statist". He was at one time assistant to the doyen of
British financial writers, the late Sir Oscar Hobson.

One of the most interesting aspects of Mr. Bareau's career was his
association with Lord Keynes during the vital financial arrangements and
negotiations in the years round the end of World War II. He is one of
the world's leading authorities on the problems of sterling and its role
as an international currency.

Mr. Bareau has written specially for "Review" on the sterling crisis
which came to a head last October and is yet to be resolved. His appraisal
of the measures taken by the Wilson Government to restore confidence
in sterling is of particular interest.

I
N dealing with the economic difficulties

1 that Great Britain has recently been
facing and in the role played by the
Labour Government's policy in this con-
text, the term "crisis" can advisedly be
used. There have been a number of
balance of payments difficulties since the

war, but it can safely be said that the
present period of stress is the worst that
has been experienced over the past
twenty years. In some respects it can be
likened to the crisis of 1931 which was
followed by the breakdown of the gold
standard.
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The present is the worst of these
crises because it reflects a more unbal-
anced overseas payments position than
that recorded in any peacetime year in
Great Britain. The crisis of 1965 fol-
lows inexorably on the fact that in 1964
the overall balance of payments, com-
bining current and long term capital
transactions, showed a deficit of £745
million. The financing of this deficit
and the related loss of confidence and
removal of foreign balances from the
London market, have led to an unpre-
cedented situation in which the whole of
the reserve now held in the Exchange
Equalisation Account is no longer our
own money, but is mortgaged against
external credits--from the International
Monetary Fund and other central banks
—borrowed in the defence of sterling.

This crisis is also to be rated above
any of its predecessors because it is the
latest of a most disappointing sequence
of balance of payments deficits. It is a
reminder of the apparently chronic dif-
ficulty which Great Britain seems to be
experiencing in combining a reasonable
rate of economic expansion with external
solvency. It suggests that "stop-go" is
an endemic ill in the British economy.

The right definition of this chronic
hiccupping of the British economy should,
however, be "go-stop". Every crisis
that has been endured since the war has
been due to an excessive rate of growth
placing too much pressure on the econ-
omy and requiring it to operate at a
level too near full capacity. Each time
this has occurred the premonitory dan-
ger signals have not been heeded in time
and the situation has been allowed to
drift until balance of payments troubles
made corrective measures necessary.
This can be said with particular force
of the present crisis, which has con-
firmed all the lessons of previous such
difficulties, namely, that when attempts
are made to run the economy at more

than 98 per cent of capacity, when the
unemployment ratio drops below 2 per
cent of the work force, and when, as
has recently been the case, the number
of notified vacancies has considerably
exceeded the number of unemployed, in
other words when there is too much
"go", the balance of payments runs into
deficit and quickly calls for the correc-
tives of a "stop".

The problem is to find the philos-
opher's stone which will reconcile the
high and desirable rate of expansion
with external solvency. Mr. Maudling,
when Chancellor of the Exchequer in
the preceding Conservative Government,
thought he had found it in the concept
of an incomes and prices policy. Para-
phrasing his views on this—and they are
views shared by a large majority of
Conservative and Labour opinion — it
would run as follows: "If only workers
and employers would be reasonable, de-
cent chaps; if only they would restrain
their desire for getting the wages or the
profits which they could secure in given
circumstances, all would be well; we
could then `go-go-go' without `stop';
in these circumstances real wages and
profits would, in fact, go up faster than
under any free for all; it would, there-
fore, lie in the best interests of all con-
cerned, and not least in the interest of
those exercising restraint, to maintain
this self-discipline".

That was the philosophy, some would
call it the naivete, which induced the
Conservative Government in 1963 and
the first nine months of 1964, to step up
the pressure in Britain's economic boil-
ers and to postpone adequate remedial
measures even though in 1964 the
balance of payments was slipping
perilously into deficit. The belief behind
this policy was that the continued expan-
sion of the economy would in due course
lead to more exports. Pending the real-
isation of this hope it was admitted that
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a period of transition would occur, dur-
ing which a balance of payments deficit
would have to be financed. This, how-
ever, was deemed to be the purpose for
which reserves existed. This was an act
of faith. Let it be added that it was also
an act of considerable political conven-
ience. An election was due not later
than October 1964 and it would have
been an act of unusual political courage
to have put into effect just before that
election the harsh painful remedies for
which the situation called.

The forces acting on the domestic
economy at that time were all expan-
sionist. Government spending was run-
ning at 9 per cent above the figures for
the previous year. Consumer demand
was running at a record level, fed by a
steady increase in wages and expanding
profits, a larger proportion of which was
being distributed in dividends. Capital
investment in the private sector of the
economy was nearly 10 per cent higher
than in the previous year. In the cir-
cumstances it was hardly surprising that
month after month the unemployment
figures showed a steady downward drift
and fell well below the danger mark of
2 per cent. Nor was it surprising that
wage rates and the cost of living should
be showing a steady and ominous ten-
dency to climb. Finally came the evi-
dence of the balance of payments, each
quarter of 1964 showing deficits both on
current and capital account. By the end
of the year the current deficit had
mounted to £374 mn., the net outflow of
long term capital to £371 mn. giving a
total overall deficit of £745 mn.

That was the situation inherited in
October 1964 by the incoming Labour
Government. In the third quarter of
that year the overall balance of pay-
ments deficit was £251 mn. justifying
the new Prime Minister's loud complaint
that when Labour took over the balance
of payments was running at an annual

rate of deficit of £1,000 mn. To this
complaint, however, should be added the
postcript that up to the end of the third
quarter the deficit had in fact been dealt
with without creating critical conditions.

The new Labour Government certainly
inherited an extremely difficult situation
and one which did not redound in any
way to the credit of their predecessor's
economic policy. But they rapidly man-
aged to convert a difficult situation into
a critical one. It is difficult to imagine
a more consistent sequence of blunders
that that through which this transition
was achieved.

This enumeration should, however,
be started by one good credit mark. It
concerns the immediate decision of Mr.
Harold Wilson and his two economic
ministers to resist the temptation of de-
valuing sterling. They could readily have
done it at the time, putting the whole
blame on their predecessors and through
their action gaining a little respite dur-
ing which to put their programme into
operation. They deserve great credit for
not falling for this easy way out of their
problem. The pound sterling at that
time, or indeed now, is not overvalued. '
The difficulties being experienced in ex-
port trade are due not to price but to
delays in delivery and poor after sales
service. They are difficulties due not to
an overvaluation of sterling but to the
excessive pull of an all too easy domes-
tic market. To have devalued in these
circumstances would have been an act
of abject cowardice. It would not have
accelerated the expansion of the econ-
omy since this was already fully em-
ployed, and indeed overemployed. It
would have been a "shot in the arm"
but the time it would have gained would
have been at the expense of postponing
all the real correctives which British
industry needs. It would have in-
creased the protection of inefficiency and
softened the featherbed on which that
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inefficiency has been thriving. Finally,
it would have been an act of dishonesty,
particularly to our friends in the sterling
area who have consistently played the
game in maintaining the bulk of their
external reserves in sterling. The de-
termination of the Government not to
devalue can be measured by the amount
of ammunition that has since been spent
in defending the existing parity.

The ammunition that had to be used
in this cause was, however, enormously
increased by the mistakes made by the
Labour Government in their attempts to
deal with the economic situation. The
first of these mistakes was the manner
rather than the matter of the imposition
of a 15 per cent additional levy on im-
port duties on manufactured goods.
Some such move may have been desir-
able in the circumstances that prevailed,
but the fact that it was made without
the slightest warning, even to our friends
in EFTA and our relations in the Com-
monwealth, inevitably destroyed a great
deal of goodwill. This was followed by
the November budget in which the new
Government put into effect some of the
more important of the social policy pro-
mises they had made during the elec-
tion campaign. The increase in old age
pensions and the removal of prescription
charges on medicines issued under the
National Health Scheme may in them-
selves have been highly desirable and
commendable gestures but in the context
of the gravity of the economic crisis,
they appeared to have little relevance.
The publicity given to them abroad
caused a very unfair judgment on the
November budget and made it appear
an essentially inflationary exercise, where-
as in fact the increased taxes which it
introduced, notably on tobacco, drink
and petrol, justified the claim that this
was an exercise of deflationary rather
than inflationary character. That, how-
ever, was not the verdict passed by

foreign opinion and the pressure on ster-
ling gained momentum as from that
time.

Confidence was also undermined by
the decision of the Government to pro-
ceed with their plans to renationalise the
steel industry, despite the minuteness of
their Parliamentary majority. This de-
cision carried with it a hint of doctrin-
aire extremism and had so little relevance
to the realities of the economic situa-
tion that it caused further damage to
confidence both at home and abroad.
Then came the April budget which again
was of the right order of deflationary
magnitude, but which by its endeavour
in one fell swoop to achieve a major
fiscal revolution in Great Britain, created
uncertainty and did real damage to
business confidence at home and to
foreign confidence in sterling. There
may have been logic in the introduction
of a long-term capital gains tax and in
the change to a Corporations Profits
Tax. But the task of achieving these
two objectives within one Budget in-
evitably caused the mistakes that accom-
pany excessive haste. This was fully
revealed by the fact that the Government
itself had to introduce no less than 300
amendments to the massive Finance
Bill which gave legal expression to the
Budget proposals.

The broad lines of tax reform may
have had much to commend them: a
long-term capital gains tax and a direct
tax on corporation profits have long
been applied in some non-socialist coun-
tries. But to encompass the whole of
this fiscal revolution in the course of one
budget was to rush fences and was
bound, as it did, to create anomalies and
damaging uncertainty.

But the main defect of the new sys-
tem of taxation was the oblique attack
it made on profits derived from capital
invested overseas. This was done by
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undermining the system of double tax
agreements and removing, or at least
greatly reducing the extent to which
British companies operating abroad
could offset the tax paid to other gov-
ernments on their overseas operations
against their tax liability to the U.K.
Government. In the case of the big oil
companies and undertakings such as Rio
Tinto Zinc this was clearly a move of
major and disquieting character.

The ostensible reason for this move
was the inescapable fact of the large de-
ficit in the balance of payments and of
the part played in this deficit by the
export of long-term capital. It was ab-
surd, said the Chancellor, to send capital
abroad and at the same time to have to
borrow from foreign central banks in
order to defend sterling against the con-
sequent deficit of the balance of pay-
ments. Most people would agree with
this and would have supported exchange
control restrictions that would have dealt
with this evident but temporary ab-
surdity, by making capital exports—
even to sterling area countries—subject
to new or increased restrictions.

What was much more controversial
was to use this emergency in the balance
of payments to put into effect a per-
manent change in fiscal policy designed
to penalise both past and future invest-
ment of capital overseas. The move
reflected the economic views of some of
the Government's present academic ad-
visers: that Britain had in the past given
too much emphasis to overseas ventures
and that it would have been far better
for the health of the British economy
to concentrate more of its capital for-
mation on domestic enterprises and less
on projects overseas. This is highly
debatable ground. Decisions were taken
concerning the principles involved not
on a direct confrontation of the pros
and cons of the issue but in the light of
an emergency. This emergency was

made the excuse for a permanent change
of policy—one, it should be added,
strangely at variance with the Govern-
ment's declared objective of giving aid to
the poorer countries of the Common-
wealth and helping to finance their de-
velopment.

The consequent uncertainties and the
impression of practical incompetence
(allied to the most sophisticated of
academic economic advice) inevitably
sapped foreign confidence in sterling as
well as the confidence of domestic in-
dustry and commerce in the efficiency
and goodwill of the Government. The
pressure on sterling began to acquire
momentum in October. By that time
the balance of payments had begun to
narrow but the damage was done by the
withdrawal of foreign balances from
London and by changes in the timing of
international payments involving sterling,
to which the technical term "leads and
lags" has come to be applied. With a
currency as widely used in international
trade as sterling, a widespread anticipa-
tion of foreign currency payments in
respect of imports by merchants in the
sterling area and a corresponding post-
ponement of purchases of sterling by
those importing from a sterling country,
will have a profound impact on the re-
serve position. It is probable that the
effect of such changes in the timing of
payments to and from the sterling area
will, as between one extreme of the leads
and lags arc and the other, make a diff-
erence of between £400 mn. and £500
mn. to the reserves. The pendulum has
swung against sterling as far as it can
go and the £400-£500 mn. is in effect
a hidden reserve representing anticipated
payments for imports and delayed re-
ceipts for exports. But that reserve will
only emerge from hiding when confid-
ence returns.

The pressure on sterling caused the
Government to fall back on orthodox
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means of defence: a rise in bank rate,
restriction of bank credit through the
compulsion placed on commercial banks
to make special deposits with the Bank
of England, more severe selective con-
trol of bank advances and a general
tightening of hire purchase credit re-
strictions.

In successive measures which climaxed
in July of this year the Government has
also gone further along the road of de-
flation by making cuts in central and
local government expenditure and post-
poning several of its promised objectives
of social policy including cheap mort-
gages for house owners and a guaran-
teed minimum income for all. So far
these measures have had very little ef-
fect on confidence or indeed on the
domestic economy. One reason for this
is that they have tended to be taken
piecemeal and that more often than not
Government spokesmen have gone out
of their way to pretend that the measures
they were introducing would be painless,
involve no increase in unemployment,
no real cut in the housing programme
or in the prosperity of the people. The
other reason is that until now there has
been no perceptible cut in expenditure,
whether on current account or for capital
investment, in the public sector of the
economy. And since this public sector
to-day accounts for close on 40 per cent
of national expenditure, it is hardly
surprising that the deflationary measures
should have yielded so little fruit.

It can hardly be doubted, however,
that the deflationary measures introduced
in July and aimed at the public sector,
must before the end of this year have a
perceptible effect on the economy as a
whole. Given the need to defend the
parity of sterling, the Government is
willy-nilly being impelled on the road to
deflation. That is what Labour back-
benchers in the House of Commons
object to and the main reason why the

impending Labour Party Conference
promises to be anything but a love feast.

Meanwhile sterling continues to take
the strain. At the end of July the re-
serve had fallen to £947 million and
writing now in the second week of Aug-
ust I would estimate it to be below
£900 million. This figure is precisely
what we now owe the International
Monetary Fund and the Swiss National
Bank for credits raised in the defence
of sterling. Another such debt and re-
payable at very short term is the draw-
ing made on the $750 million credit
granted by the Now York Federal Re-
serve Bank to the Bank of England—
amount unknown but probably around
$500 mn. The Government owns $1,250
million of dollar securities which from
one day to another may be thrown into
the battle. It follows, therefore, that
virtually the whole of our reserves rep-
resents borrowed money. Behind this
lies a substantial amount of foreign
securities in private ownership; but to
mobilise these, as the Government did
in the first and second world wars, would
be an act of desperation causing more
harm than good to confidence in sterling.

Nonetheless, the basic balance of pay-
ments situation is improving. We are
not dealing with a chronic imbalance.
Over the past decade Britain on current
account has more than paid her way
with the rest of the world. The remedial
problem is essential marginal. A touch
of deflation would do the trick provided
confidence, that fickle bird, could be re-
vived. If it were it would have a dramatic
effect on the reserve.

But for the longer term, British indus-
try needs more efficiency and, therefore,
more competition. One possible solu-
tion of the British problem lies in closer
integration with Western Europe and its
highly competitive and dynamic econ-
omy. This would provide the combined
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discipline and opportunity which British 	 medium in which these lines appear, ex-
industry needs. When the time comes	 press the hope that Commonwealth
again for trying to secure this closer in- 	 voices will not once more be raised in
tegration, may I, in the appropriate	 opposition.

Contributed articles by noted authorities in Australia and

overseas dealing with matters of public interest are published
from time to time in the I.P.A. Review. This Institute is not
necessarily in full agreement with the views expressed in

these articles. They are published in order to stimulate free

discussion and inquiry.
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The Vernon Report
The report of the Vernon Committee of Inquiry into the

Economy was not available at the time this number of "Re-
view" went to press.

We propose to comment on it fully in the October/
December issue of this publication.
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